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Complex Sentences: Quiz 

Fill in the blanks. 

1. A complex sentence contains one ____________________ clause and  

       at least one  ______________________ clause. 

2.  In complex sentences, subordinate clauses work as __________________ to modify verbs. 

3. In complex sentences, relative clauses work as _____________________ to modify nouns. 

4. A subordinate clause requires a comma if _______________________________________. 

5. A relative clause requires a comma(s) if _________________________________________. 

Circle whether the sentence is simple or complex.  If it is complex, write the dependent clause or clauses on 
the line below.  BE CAREFUL not to identify phrases as clauses.  REMEMBER clauses have a subject and verb. 

Add a dependent clause to each of the sentences below to create a complex sentence.  Add commas as 
necessary. 

13.   Jenna’s parents ___________________________________ waited outside the classroom. 
 

14.  _________________________________________ the flight from Boston will be delayed. 
 

15.  Allison finds it difficult to study _______________________________________________. 

6)  Each side of the Great Pyramid of Giza is as long as two football fields.      complex simple 

 __________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

7)   The pyramid was  approximately 481 ft. tall when it was originally built.      complex simple 

 __________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

8)  Because it has been eroded by wind and has lost its capstone, the pyramid currently measures 455 ft. tall. 
                complex simple

 __________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

9)  The Great Pyramid, which is the largest of the three at Giza, was built  by Khufu.  complex simple

 __________________________________________________________________________________ 

Replace each underlined phrase with a dependent clause.  Then, rewrite each simple sentence as a complex 
sentence with roughly the same meaning. 

10)  Checking each space on the block, the police officer gave tickets to those cars with expired meters. 

 __________________________________________________________________________________ 

11)   Before leaving on vacation, we packed and locked our suitcases.   

 __________________________________________________________________________________ 

12)   The defense lawyer gathered evidence to prove that his client was innocent.       

 __________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Complex Sentences: Quiz 

Fill in the blanks. ANSWERS 

1. A complex sentence contains one _____independent__ clause and  

       at least one  _______dependent____ clause. 

2.  In complex sentences, subordinate clauses work as __adverbs____ to modify verbs. 

3. In complex sentences, relative clauses work as ___adjectives______ to modify nouns. 

4. A subordinate clause requires a comma if _____its is at the beginning of the sentence_. 

5. A relative clause requires a comma(s) if ___it adds unnecessary information_____. 

Circle whether the sentence is simple or complex.  If it is complex, write the dependent clause or clauses on 
the line below.  BE CAREFUL not to identify phrases as clauses.  REMEMBER clauses have a subject and verb.  
ANSWERS 

Add a dependent clause to each of the sentences below to create a complex sentence.  Add commas as 
necessary.  ANSWERS WILL VARY 

13.   Jenna’s parents__,who wanted to speak to the teacher,___ waited outside the classroom. 
 

14.  __Unless the storm ends soon,_____ the flight from Boston will be delayed. 
 

15.  Allison finds it difficult to study __when her roommates are watching television______. 

6)  Each side of the Great Pyramid of Giza is as long as two football fields.      complex simple 
  

7)   The pyramid was  approximately 481 ft. tall when it was originally built.      complex simple 

 __________when it was originally built______________________________________ 
 

8)  Because it has been eroded by wind and has lost its capstone, the pyramid currently measures 455 ft. tall. 
                complex simple

 _____Because it has been eroded by wind and has lost its capstone______________________ 
 

9)  The Great Pyramid, which is the largest of the three at Giza, was built  by Khufu.  complex simple

 ________which is the largest of the three at Giza____________________________________ 

Replace each underlined phrase with a dependent clause.  Then, rewrite each simple sentence as a complex 
sentence with roughly the same meaning.  ANSWERS WILL VARY SOMEWHAT 

10)  Checking each space on the block, the police officer gave tickets to those cars with expired meters. 

 ___The police officer, who was checking each space, gave tickets to those….._________________ 

11)   Before leaving on vacation, we packed and locked our suitcases.   

 ___Before we left on vacation, we packed…..____________________ 

12)   The defense lawyer gathered evidence to prove that his client was innocent.      The defense lawyer 

gathered evidence that would prove his client innocent.  Or because he wanted to prove his client innocent. 
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Complex Sentences: Quiz 

Fill in the blanks.  SCAFFOLDING SUGGESTIONS—Provide a word bank 
 

 the clause is unnecessary 

 dependent  adjectives  independent adverbs 

 the clause is at the beginning of the sentence 

Circle whether the sentence is simple or complex.  If it is complex, write the dependent clause or clauses on 
the line below.  BE CAREFUL not to identify phrases as clauses.  REMEMBER clauses have a subject and verb. 
SCAFFOLDING SUGGESTION—Provide a hint. 

13.   Jenna’s parents __whose___________________________ waited outside the classroom. 
 

14.  __Unless______________________________ the flight from Boston will be delayed. 
 

15.  Allison finds it difficult to study __when________________________________________. 

6)  Each side of the Great Pyramid of Giza is as long as two football fields.      complex simple 

 __as long as can work as both a preposition and a subordinate conjunction____________________ 
 

7)   The pyramid was  approximately 481 ft. tall when it was originally built.      complex simple 

 ___it is working as an adverb telling when the pyramid was__________________________________ 
 

8)  Because it has been eroded by wind and has lost its capstone, the pyramid currently measures 455 ft. tall. 
                complex simple

 _____it is working as an adverb telling why the pyramid measures______________________ 
 

9)  The Great Pyramid, which is the largest of the three at Giza, was built  by Khufu.  complex simple

 _______it is working as an adjective describing the Great Pyramid_________________________ 

Replace each underlined phrase with a dependent clause.  Then, rewrite each simple sentence as a complex 
sentence with roughly the same meaning.  SCAFFOLDING SUGGESTION—Give a hint. 

10)  Checking each space on the block, the police officer gave tickets to those cars with expired meters. 

 ____use who______________________________________________________________________ 

11)   Before leaving on vacation, we packed and locked our suitcases.   

 ____add a subject to the phrase_______________________________________________________ 

12)   The defense lawyer gathered evidence to prove that his client was innocent.       

 ____describe what kind of evidence using that____________________________________________ 

Add a dependent clause to each of the sentences below to create a complex sentence.  Add commas as 
necessary.  SCAFFOLDING SUGGESTION—Give first word. 


